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What we’re 
going to talk 

about

u What is Data Classification? 
u Classification is the new 

u Reasons to Classify, Types of Classification, 
Methods & Tools

u Undertaking a Data Classification Initiative
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What does our industry mean by Data 
Classification?

u Data classification is the process of 
organizing data into categories 

u Classification can make information
u simpler to locate, retrieve, and use 
u more efficient to protect

u risk and compliance easier to manage

Image courtesy of Public Domain Files 
http://www.publicdomainfiles.com/show_file.p
hp?id=13945860019858
By: sarxos, Courtesy: Open Clip Art Library

Classification can potentially make 
our orgs

v Super efficient
v Compliant with expectations, 

laws, and regulations
v Data loss and protection rock 

stars
v Digitally Transformative
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http://www.publicdomainfiles.com/show_file.php?id=13945860019858
http://www.publicdomainfiles.com/browse.php?q=all&s=0&o=popular&a=13&m=all
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What Classification really Represents

u A springboard for automated information use and management
u A first step in fostering transformation of your organization’s ability to 

leverage its data

u A way to focus risk mitigation
u A way to know what you’ve got!
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Classification: 
The Troy McClure of Information 
Governance

https://simpsons.fandom.com/wiki/Troy_McClure/Gallery?file=Troy_McClure.
png
This file is an image owned by the Fox Broadcasting Company or another Fox 
show, most probably The Simpsons. The file's use qualifies as fair use under 
United States copyright law.

You may remember it from other projects 
like

Classification is the new 

https://simpsons.fandom.com/wiki/Troy_McClure/Gallery?file=Troy_McClure.png


Classification Trend Drivers

Digital Transformation, Data 
Science, AI

The General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and other 
rights-based privacy law 
enforcement

Cybersecurity Exploding data volumes

Why is Classification having a moment?

We know we can’t eliminate risk. 
But your organization can leverage data classification to maximize investment in 

compliance and protection initiatives as we watch data sets grow.
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Why Classify Data? Who has a vested 
interest?

u Analytics, AI, Digital Transformation
u Infosec

u Cybersecurity
u Privacy Compliance
u RIM

u IP Protection
u IT Infrastructure
u Infonomics Advocates & Business Units

Image courtesy of New Vitruvian Free Clip Art 
https://newvitruvian.com/explore/gemstones-
drawing-ruby/

Your organization’s mission, goals, and risk profile will usually 
determine whose business case drives action.

https://newvitruvian.com/explore/gemstones-drawing-ruby/
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Basic Types of Data Classification
u User-based classification 

Manual, end-user categorization of content (typically 
documents) - relies on user knowledge and discretion 
at creation, edit, review, or dissemination

u Content-based classification 
Programmatically targets raw data – typically scours 
files for sensitive information based on rules

u Context-based classification 
Programmatically examines data and additional 
characteristics from which context can be inferred –
typically looks at source application, location, creator 
or other variables as indirect indicators of information 
type

“Data Protection 101: What is Data Classification? A Classification 
Definition”, Digital Guardian®, April 2019
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/what-data-classification-data-
classification-definition

https://digitalguardian.com/blog/what-data-classification-data-classification-definition
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/what-data-classification-data-classification-definition
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How do you Land on a Strategy? 
u Is there a sponsor? A business case?
u What “lens” do you need to view your data through?

u What characteristics are most important to know?
u How are you going to leverage any classification?
u Do you need to classify all data or just some data? How are you 

going to decide?
u How much $ and LOE are you willing to commit? Will that be 

distributed or concentrated?

u What is your timeline? Are their specific factors driving the appetite 
to initiate?
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Let’s Talk about how to Classify

Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons and  licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duckduckgoose.gif
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duckduckgoose.gif
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Setting the 
Stage- What 
to Start With

Classification Goals

Support

Potential Target Business Cases

Inventory

Data Classification Scheme

A Classification Policy
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Setting the Stage - Inventory

u Do you need this or do you already have it by another name?
u Involve the right stakeholders
u Determine your spend and the scope required to get the 

information you need
u Use the same techniques that we do in RIM:

u Determine information you want to collect

u Utilize tiered information collection methods like Interviews and 
Surveys

u Leverage existing System Reports, File Plans, DR/BC Plans, Inventory 
or Crawling Tools
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From “How to Overcome Pitfalls in Data Classification 
Initiatives” Gartner, March 2016 , u/d February 2019

Confidential

Internal

Public

Setting the Stage - Developing a 
Data Classification Scheme
u Leverage your Inventory
u KISS

u No, each department is not special
u Understand the data, risk profile
u Be ready with examples

u Classification may change over lifecycle
u You DO need the right input, but too 

many cooks in the kitchen…
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Setting the Stage - Classification 
Policy

u Fit this sensibly into your Policy framework

u Get appropriate stakeholder input

u Sanity check it with existing environment

u Should at minimum include

u Actor Responsibilities (Employees, Information Owners, Managers)

u The Data Classification Scheme, defined with examples

u Definitions

u Explanation of or Reference to any procedures or rules that exist/are going 
to exist 

u Who to contact with questions
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Stage is Set - Where do you go from here? 

Outline 
Opportunity

List Basic 
Requirements

Outline Potential 
Approaches

Keep this 
High Level
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Deciding on an Approach -
Considerations

u Sponsor
u Scope

u Data at rest? Data in use?

u Structured? Unstructured?

u Repositories? Use Cases?

u Complexity of data
u Level of automation

u How are you going to leverage it?
u What is realistic for your organization?
u What are your budget constraints? 

From “How to Overcome Pitfalls in Data Classification 
Initiatives” Gartner, March 2016 , u/d February 2019
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Deciding on an Approach –
Things to Keep in Mind

From “How to Overcome Pitfalls in Data Classification 
Initiatives” Gartner, March 2016 , u/d February 2019

u Sponsor
u Gartner advises that over the next few years

u 75% of organizations implementing data classification will report limited 
deployments and tangible benefits.

u Regulated industries and governments will continue to represent the 
majority of the data classification success stories.

u Data Classification needs to be evergreen – it is not something you do 
once.

u Classification is a foundation for protecting/managing/leveraging, but 
alone it does not do accomplish those goals.
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Deciding on an Approach - Watchouts

Avoid defining classification strategy 
without taking into account the 
ongoing business impact and the 
volume of historical information 
present in the organization.

Classification alone does not 
necessarily equal compliance or 
protection.

Data classification is not meant to be 
a static set it-and-forget it approach 
that does not reflect the data life 
cycle.

Don’t assume that once a 
classification label is applied to a 
data item, it will be fully protected 
from then on. 
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Implement 
Capability –
Develop Tool 
Requirements

What type of data are you targeting?
•Structured/unstructured
•Data at Rest, in Motion, in Use
•Specific systems or departments, or the enterprise
•File types

Acceptable degree of manual user participation

Availability of contextual information

Level of classification accuracy that is acceptable

Level of classification persistence required

Method of classification persistence 

Classification interoperability
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Implement 
Capability -
Choose a 

Tool

u It’s important to try to align investments with InfoSec, Compliance, 
Analytics, and IT Infrastructure/Apps efforts

u Understand that you may need to leverage more than one 
tool/method

u More advanced types of technology supported data classification 
initiatives minimize burden on users and provide more consistent 
application 

u There is no real category of software called “classification tools”

u DLP (or IDLP or EDLP) – Data Loss Prevention

u EDRM – Enterprise Digital Rights Management

u FCAP (or DAG) – File Centric Audit and Protection

u CASB – Cloud Access Security Broker

u FA - File Analysis

u….but none of them “do it all”

u Tool selection is complex and depends heavily on the goals, 
requirements, and constraints you identify
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Implement Capability - Classification 
Processes
u Think through scenarios
u Train systems as needed
u Classification procedures and expectations 

should be reflected in the Policy
u TEST, TEST, TEST
u Tool functionality
u Classification Scheme against data
u Tool interoperability with different software/file 

types/devices
u Develop guidance, trainings and 

communications
u Implement a support structure

Confidential – Keep in NetworkScenario A
•User wants to Classify a document as Confidential to protect it 
from leaving the network

Confidential – Allow Outside NetworkScenario B
•User needs to classify a document as Confidential, but also needs 
to share it outside of the network

Confidential – Limited accessScenario C
•User needs to classify a document as Confidential, and protect it 
from access beyond a small group 
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Select a Target and Move 
Forward

u Think twice about tagging and categorizing everything as the costs are high 

u Start with focused initiatives that address funded business needs with potentially well-
defined project scopes

u Consider baby steps, such as pilots or manual starts

u Take into consider the culture of potential early adopters – they can make or break an 
initiative

u Over-communicate and Train

u Document and discuss successes and misses of early efforts

u Be realistic

u Circle back with sponsors often on progress and continual go-forward strategy
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Remember 
this is 

Evergreen

u Data Classification is more a Program than a Project

u Circle back with sponsors often on progress and 
continual go-forward strategy

u Tweak – anything is on the table

u Revisit appropriateness of tools

u Continue to examine information lifecycle 
requirements

u Don’t forget the payoff: work with partners to apply 
tools and controls that leverage the classifications!


